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For Jason Ballard,For Jason Ballard, president and co-founder of green home improvement
retailer TreeHouse, there was no predetermined, franchise-like path forward
as he launched his startup on the fringes of hipster Austin, Texas, in 2011.

But as we gazed over the site of the sizable dig that will soon become
TreeHouse #2 in oh-so cosmopolitan downtown Dallas, it has become crystal
clear that Ballard has found his way among the emerald aisles of specialized
products and services that are the essence of his bricks and mortar brand.

It's also clear that Ballard will continue delighting customers with a decidedly
different experience in his right-sized green stores than they will get
inside the big-boxed oranges of a Home Depot or the blues of a Lowe's. 

And as TreeHouse sails into previously uncharted waters with this new
Dallas location, that experiential chasm with its distant retail kin grows ever
wider:  The new site will be graced with a groundbreaking sawtooth-roofed
building,  designed from the ground up to deliver a zero-energy footprint―a
structure that will never use grid energy.

For the design work―purposefully rendered to reflect the tenets of the
TreeHouse brand―Ballard engaged the equally green and sustainable
architectural firm of Lake|Flato, a Central Texas-based company that has
a strong foundation in commercial and residential architecture.

The Emerald Aisles of
TreeHouse: Part 1

-



Under construction in metropolitan Dallas, the second TreeHouse is nestled

between a busy freeway and high-rise office buildings. In this view of the front

entry area, the laminated roof beams extend outward to shield the building

from the intense Texas sun.

That decision was obviously not taken lightly: As we donned hard hats and
fluorescent green vests and ventured onto the building site,
Ballard articulated: "Unlike Best Buy, Nordstrom, Nieman-Marcus, and other
very successful retailers in other categories, our buildings aren't incidental to
our  brand. We are a brand about buildings."

Unlike Best Buy, Nordstrom, Nieman-Marcus, and other very
successful retailers in other categories, our buildings aren't
incidental to our brand. We are a brand about buildings.

So, clearly an aha moment: The medium can indeed be the message.

Here, in the first installment of a multi-part series following our exclusive sit-
down with Ballard, he discusses the events that led up to the birth of the
Dallas store concept, how he differentiates his company from its big-box
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competitors, and how the unique brand tenets of TreeHouse are manifested
in  the building taking shape in advance of its grand opening later in 2017.

________________________________________________________________________

DH: Austin has always been at the forefront of the green building andDH: Austin has always been at the forefront of the green building and

sustainability movement, so building TreeHouse #1 there was asustainability movement, so building TreeHouse #1 there was a

reasonablereasonable―some might say a naturalsome might say a natural―move. Can you tell us how youmove. Can you tell us how you

went about selecting the new location?went about selecting the new location?

JB: It was kind of the coming together of several issues altogether at once.

When we first decided it was time to expand, we had two basic paths we could

follow. One was to expand psycho-graphically, expand to cities that are

temperamentally a lot like Austin. Then another opportunity was to expand

geographically to the same region of the broader neighborhood that we were

already operating in, which for us was Texas.

Built on the site of a former Borders bookstore, the flagship TreeHouse store

on the outskirts of Austin, Texas, celebrated its 5-year anniversary in October,

2016.

As we sought advice from some other folks in this space, one in particular was
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 Ron Johnson, who is the head of Apple retail, and his advice along with

several others was to absolutely not expand psycho-graphically. Definitely do

everything you can do to expand more geographically.

From that advice, if you expand psycho-graphically you'll end up putting

stores on islands, where each store will become its own little island and then

you have all the challenges of running a big, spread-out company with none

of the advantages. Like centralizing your supply chain, centralizing marketing

efforts, and those sorts of things. And so you get all the challenges and none

of the advantages of being a big company.

So that was one marker on the ground, and we decided to first expand

geographically in Texas. Our big options then were San Antonio, Houston, a

North Austin location, or Dallas.

DH: So Texas it was. How did you end up zeroing in on the Dallas market?DH: So Texas it was. How did you end up zeroing in on the Dallas market?

JB: What attracted us to Dallas was some information from Whole Foods

Market, which indicated Dallas is a real strongly performing market for

them―and I think we have a lot of customers in common with Whole Foods.

Another issue that drove us here to Dallas was availability of real estate. We

looked very, very hard in Houston, but weren't able to find any real estate that

we were really excited about―either from a visibility standpoint, or the

assessment of the landlord’s imagination in helping our buildings be a

statement about what kind of company we want to be.

Additionally, a lot of our investor community and most of our board of

directors live in Dallas. So I guess what you'd call the ground game for our

company is very strong here.

The last issue―mostly from an investor’s perspective―is what we sometimes

hear people say about us: Austin seems like a natural fit―so, of course

you guys started in Austin. There's still this lingering question about whether

TreeHouse can ultimately displace conventional home improvement and



home building, and Dallas is an opportunity for us to prove that.  So we hear:

"Of course you work in Austin, the question is can you work in a normal city."

I think that Dallas is an opportunity to prove an argument. We can
not only operate here, we can really thrive here.

So I think that Dallas is an opportunity to prove an argument. We can not only

operate here, we can really thrive here and just sort of put to bed any final

doubts that this indeed is the way we are approaching home improvement for

the future.

DH: Displacement means going up against the big-box stores with yourDH: Displacement means going up against the big-box stores with your

smaller-footprint locations. Does that indicate you are fundamentallysmaller-footprint locations. Does that indicate you are fundamentally

rewriting the playbook for home improvement?rewriting the playbook for home improvement?

JB: Home Depot, for example, has a playbook that they wrote and it

works really well for them and obviously they have been quite successful by a

number of metrics, but there are other metrics to think about when gauging

 success. And when we looked at conventional home improvement companies;

I think the flaws in the model that's ultimately going to be a challenge for

them in the future is related to different kinds of experiences. How

knowledgeable is the staff? How easy is the store to navigate? How do I feel

when I go in there? How easy was that? How delightful was that? How

complicated was that?

So when you walk into a conventional home improvement retailer it looks like

an answer to the question: How do we make more money? The store looks

like it's trying hard to answer that question. They are effectively glorified

warehouses that you’re allowed to shop in.



We would like to think of our stores as a center and a ground for going on

this journey. They are a place where you want to empower the journey of

home  improvement, from dreaming and having ideas and wish-listing,

through budgeting and planning and designing, all the way through product

or project selection, project management, and then long-term care of you

and your home.

What if you were imagining the store not as a warehouse, but as a place to

support and enable those experiences? That's the set of questions that we are 

trying to use our stores to answer.

DH: You’ve engaged with Lake|Flato for the architectural work, and allDH: You’ve engaged with Lake|Flato for the architectural work, and all

indications are this will be a groundbreaking sustainable design. How willindications are this will be a groundbreaking sustainable design. How will

the overall cost of designing and building this structure compare to morethe overall cost of designing and building this structure compare to more

conventional retail construction?conventional retail construction?

JB: Unlike BestBuy, Nordstrom, Nieman-Marcus, and other very

successful retailers in other categories, our buildings aren't incidental to our

brand. We are a brand about buildings, and it seemed to us that the risk and

cost of hiring Lake|Flato to do the design was far less than the risk of going

about business as usual.

When you have a social business like TreeHouse―a business that
was started to solve things like social or ecological
problems―you're kind of inviting public scrutiny, so we feel that
we have to walk the walk.

I think when you have a social business like TreeHouse―a business that was

started to solve things like social or ecological problems―you're kind of

inviting public scrutiny, so we feel that we have to walk the walk. And again,

the costs of not doing that is far greater than the incremental cost of

upgrading to an architect like Lake|Flato.



In terms of construction cost, it turns out that this building is not that much

more difficult to construct than a typical building, and we are able to use

common concrete tilt-wall construction. Again, the costs are incremental

and then the result is you have a building that's far more comfortable and has

effectively no electric bill. This building will never draw down a watt of

electricity from the grid.

And so, in fact, if you analyze the building over a 10-20-30-

year lifespan―which is how long we plan to be here―this is the most

 financially-wise decision we could have made: To effectively construct a

building that is ultra-high performance.

The challenge was not in biting off the cost of doing this, as the costs

are incremental, not exponential. The big challenge was finding a landlord

who was willing to be this ambitious.

DH: How much of the store concept did you already have in mind as youDH: How much of the store concept did you already have in mind as you

walked into the process with the architects?walked into the process with the architects?

JB: One of the interesting principles about sustainable building is that you

have to be very careful about having too many ideas ahead of time, because

these buildings need to be very properly situated to their site. So

beyond knowing that we wanted sort of an essentialist, quasi-modern Texas

aesthetic with some residential design language that matches with our brand.

If you look at our website and the materials we produce, we have sort of

essentialist but warm aesthetic―I hesitate to use the word

modernism―because modernism often conveys ideas of coldness. Essentialist

here says we try not to be too flashy and flamboyant with our brand, so it’s

just the essentials, but in a really warm and approachable way. So that’s our

brand ethos and we wanted that conveyed into the design―and I think

Lake|Flato does a wonderful job with that.



One of the signature elements of the Dallas building is a distinctive sawtooth

roof, a fitting habitat for a solar panel farm and swaths of clerestory windows.

Lake|Flato Architects is behind the design.

Lake|Flato is an essentially-Texas architect, and their buildings are very

colloquial to Texas. So we knew we wanted all that, and then approached

the design process open-minded. We knew we wanted a net zero energy

building that followed our brand guidelines―which we shared with

Lake|Flato―and then very quickly arrived at that design. As I step back and

look at it, actually it's a very striking building.

This is the best way to achieve a net zero building. The sawtooth roof and

the windows were first conceived for performance effect and not for aesthetic

effect. And as I step back and look at it, actually it's a very striking building if

you do it that way. We really landed on the answer quite quickly, and didn’t

have to do a ton of iterations.
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Call it the Tesla triumvirate.Call it the Tesla triumvirate. It’s no accident that Tesla drivers visiting the
future metro Dallas location of green home improvement retailer TreeHouse
will be able to rapidly recharge their electric automobiles from a bank of on-
site Tesla Superchargers while they shop a solar-powered store graced with a
central power core of Tesla Powerwall home batteries and Tesla Powerpack
utility-scale energy storage towers.

In fact, this is all by design—a holistic end-to-end redesign and rethink journey
about what commercial retail buildings should be and how they should
respond to their customers and the environment—a process captained by
Jason Ballard, president and co-founder of TreeHouse. And part of that
journey includes the coup of successfully navigating his company to a unique
relationship with Tesla as the first authorized retailer to sell the Powerwall
home battery, a key component in homes that strive to be energy efficient.

The Emerald Aisles of
TreeHouse: Part 2

-



For Tesla drivers visiting the new TreeHouse store in Dallas, they will be able to

rapidly charge their cars with on-site Tesla Superchargers while they shop. The

charging stations will be similar to these located in a San Marcos, Texas,

shopping area.

Now, as we put forward in the first segment of this series, The Emerald Aisles
of TreeHouse: Part 1,  Ballard has clearly found his sea legs as he builds out the
emerald aisles of his bricks and mortar startup brand.

Moreover, as we continued our discussion with the man, we were getting ever-
stronger vibes that the small but growing company has risen above the
usually chaotic startup culture and matured beyond its 5 years, particularly in
the area of human resource management. Ballard and his leadership team
have fine-tuned the mostly-big-company process of situational interviewing to
smartly staff their stores with passionate yet skilled people capable of
advancing their mission.
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Here in Part 2, Ballard discusses many of the design, energy, water, and health
details that went into planning this new net-zero energy store, how the
company goes up against big-box retailers by staying laser-focused on helping
customers achieve their goals, and how they methodically go about the
process of recruiting and vetting new staff as they steer into new geos and
markets. Read on.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

DH: What do you see as the groundbreaking aspects of this new Dallas storeDH: What do you see as the groundbreaking aspects of this new Dallas store

versus your Austin flagship?versus your Austin flagship?

JB: I think the most groundbreaking aspect of the building is the way we are

bringing together of a lot of things. So many of the issues are related to

energy use: The sawtooth roof and the clerestory windows have the effect of

reducing heat load and reducing light use, and where we do need artificial

lighting it will be all LED.

Then we're doing a number of water-saving features, everything of course

including the toilets and faucets, but also all of the outdoor spaces. We're

installing a large rainwater harvesting system and so you can imagine a big

outdoor area like you might see at a Lowe’s or Home Depot, and all of the

plants will be maintained with rainwater captured from that giant roof. We're

also doing native landscaping not only to create a sense of place, but to

reduce water use once again.



Jason Ballard, president and co-founder of TreeHouse, is navigating his

company into the metro Dallas market.   

So it’s energy, plus water, and the other thing is human health, where light

plays a factor―and the building interior will be 100% no-VOC paint or natural

plasters. There are some pretty big intentions to break up the space to reduce

echoing so there's a sound control idea, then air quality, and water quality

through water filtration. 

We are not only following the highest energy principles, but also water and

human health and beauty. And so I think very few buildings have brought all

those things together in a commercial setting on a scale like this building has

done. It really is meant to lift the aspirations and the imaginations of what

might be possible for your own home.

This building really is meant to lift the aspirations and the
imaginations of what might be possible for your own home.

And, to our knowledge there will be no red-list chemicals in the

entire building. There are few residential spaces and few commercial buildings
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where you can say without blinking there aren't any known red-list chemicals

in the building. We've done everything within our power to exclude those

kinds of things from the construction process.

DH: In our walk-through, you described how you planned from the groundDH: In our walk-through, you described how you planned from the ground

up to achieve net zero energy. How confident are you in your energyup to achieve net zero energy. How confident are you in your energy

modeling and forecasting?modeling and forecasting?

JB: We've actually designed the building to go beyond net zero, and it's going

to overproduce. In fact, the Dallas will buy back some clean energy, and we're

even exceeding that. So we're saying we'll generate for our own building,

we'll generate enough for Dallas to purchase back for their grid, and then

we'll keep going and at some point we'll literally be donating clean energy to

the grid because it's going to be so far beyond net zero. It's going to be a

massive amount of energy: Even in the darkest, dreariest days of winter, that

building should still be 100% powered by solar.

DH: So this facility will be anything but a big-box store. But certainly you areDH: So this facility will be anything but a big-box store. But certainly you are

competing with the usual big-box stores on many levels. How do you plancompeting with the usual big-box stores on many levels. How do you plan

to attract customers, particularly those in metropolitan Dallas notto attract customers, particularly those in metropolitan Dallas not

predisposed to sustainability?predisposed to sustainability?

JB: In a sense, I think our business will actually succeed better with those kinds

of people than the conventional home improvement retailers. One of the

things we do that's very different: We're very good―I'd say something like

10X better than conventional home improvement retailers―in dealing with

actual homeowners.

If you're a sub-contractor or pro builder―and you do this every day, you know

exactly what you're doing, and you actually need very little help―typical

home improvement warehouses work fine for them. Because they know what

they need, they know where it is, and they get it and go.

But if you're a homeowner, you remodel a kitchen maybe once every decade

or two. You might put on a new roof once or twice in your life. You might put

up a solar system once or twice in your life. So homeowners typically have very



little native understanding about what it should cost, what all is involved, and

I think conventional retailers are very unprepared to help them navigate

that journey and that process.

Not your average big-box home improvement store: The Dallas TreeHouse

building, designed by Lake|Flato Architects, features a sawtooth roof

profile―which maximizes south-facing roof surface area for the solar panel

farm and facilitates the installation of banks of north-facing clerestory

windows.

We are set up to do that, and are focused like a laser on the homeowners

themselves in helping them achieve their goals with their home. I think, in

fact, in an educated, elevated market where you're actually dealing with the

homeowners, TreeHouse will succeed. And part of that is related to our

mission: The things that we want to see happen―for homes to radically

reduce energy and water and radically increase the human healthfulness for

the home―are not the DIY projects.

We are focused like a laser on the homeowners themselves in
helping them achieve their goals with their home.

You should not install your own solar system, it’s very difficult to install your

own roof, and it’s very difficult to retrofit your own windows, so these are

projects that are not actually very well suited to a DIY store, because the
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project themselves are not very DIY.

And so we have built our business to help drive forward those kinds

of projects, and I think we're quite good at it and it's very different from the

way our competition approaches the business.

DH: Talk to us about the Jason Ballard who shows up in the board roomDH: Talk to us about the Jason Ballard who shows up in the board room

versus the Jason Ballard who walks into work at TreeHouse. Are they oneversus the Jason Ballard who walks into work at TreeHouse. Are they one

and the same?and the same?

JB: I work very hard to be a unified person―and I think that would be a great

question to ask my employees and my investors―but I try to be very

transparently myself. I dressed almost exactly like you see me now, in blue

jeans and boots and a collared shirt not tucked in when I went out and raised

the money last year. Because I didn't want an investor to give a guy in suit

money and then come into the store later and see me as I usually am and say,

“This is not the guy I invested in.” So if the Jason Ballard that shows to work

every day scared them I didn't want their money.

I also wanted people who were excited about our approach to the way we do

business. We have core values around authenticity and honesty and

transparency and simplicity and straightforwardness, so I try to carry myself

that way and maybe that isn't for everyone. I think that a lot of the investors in

the community found it really refreshing.

I'm not saying I'm perfect, but I hope very much to not have to get into

character whether it's in the board room, whether it's on the stage, whether

it's with employees, or at home with my own family. I hope to try to cultivate a

unified self, so to speak.

DH: What can you tell us about how you have gone about building out yourDH: What can you tell us about how you have gone about building out your

team, and what you look for as you are vetting new applicants?team, and what you look for as you are vetting new applicants?

JB: This is something we have gotten a lot better at as the years went on. The

first thing we look for is a passion for and commitment to the mission, so you



have to care about what we do. If you don't think clean air, fresh water, a

healthy world, and healthy spaces are important things, then you're not going

to enjoy working at TreeHouse―because what we’re doing is not easy. You

must believe in what we're doing or you're just not going to survive the

journey.

If you don't think clean air, fresh water, a healthy world,
and healthy spaces are important things, then you're not going to
enjoy working at TreeHouse.

The second thing we look for is a cultural fit. There are people who believe in

what we're doing who don't fit culturally here, and surprisingly there are a lot

of very mean people in the sustainable community. They can get very

judgmental, harsh, unkind, and too many of them together can create a very

toxic culture and toxic environment. We're actually looking for a passion for

the mission around sustainability and health.

On cultural fit, we're really prodding to understand: How you feel about

people who are different than you? How you feel about people who

disagree with you? How do you respond to stressful situations? How do you

respond to a company that's changing all the time? So we're trying to poke

and prod not only the individual, but also through their references to find out

if they are a good cultural fit.

Then actually the last thing that we look for is a skills or experience fit. I would

rather take a very kind person who is incredibly passionate about the mission

and teach them everything they need to know about solar, rather than a solar

salesman who thinks everybody who drives a gasoline-powered car can go to

hell and is unkind to their coworkers.



The TreeHouse flagship store in Austin, Texas, served as the prototype for

many of the features incorporated into the new Dallas store design. This solar

energy area in the Austin store is designed to facilitate in-depth consultative,

service-oriented conversations with homeowners interested in upgrading their

dwellings.

But a real home run is when you can combine passion with cultural fit and

skills fit. So it’s not that experience doesn't mean anything, it is just not

everything in our business. That's kind of how we work though people.

Luckily though, it's not that hard to find people with experience in what

we do because the home and home improvement is such ubiquitous industry.

It's not hard to find people who have been interior designers, who have been

flooring installers. And so the experience thing is easier to find than you

might think, so then we’re zeroing in on mission and cultural fit.

We really do try to operate like a family. I've rarely had to fire people for

performance issues, it's usually been about the inability to be happy and kind

to other people when push came to shove, which is important to us. Life is

hard enough without creating your own drama.
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DH: How do your consultants differ from those in a Home Depot or Lowe’s?DH: How do your consultants differ from those in a Home Depot or Lowe’s?

JB: The company is people and it’s no better than its people, and we really

do believe in taking that to heart. In most conventional home improvement

companies the employees you meet may be kind, but in terms of their capacity

to be helpful, they usually sort of glorify the way finding. They can tell you

what's over here and what's over there and maybe a little bit beyond that, but

not a ton.

Taking into account what I said about mission and cultural fit, we work very

hard to find people who fill out those things and also bring the skill set to the

table. So most people in the design side of our business, for instance, have

backgrounds in interior design, in cabinet design, in paint so you’re literally

talking to an interior designer.

It would probably blow up Home Depot’s business model to hire
people of this caliber. We have fewer, higher caliber people that
we scale up as revenue scales up.

On the performance side of the business, we're hiring former solar installers,

former window installers, and former building energy auditors. So that when

you're talking to a performance consultant at TreeHouse, you're talking to

somebody who is almost a building scientist and they are quite capable of

engaging you in complex issues and speaking honestly and articulately

about the best solutions for your home, and we pay them more.

It would probably blow up Home Depot’s business model to hire people of this

caliber. But what we've done is have fewer employees―it's not a thousand

people walking around. We have fewer, higher caliber people that we scale

up very slowly as revenue scales up, and we try very hard not to lean over our

skis. And as far as way finding, just make the store intuitive to navigate and

then you don't need employees for that.



High clerestory windowsHigh clerestory windows are a common design detail on residential and
commercial structures. But in the architectural case of the under-construction
metro Dallas store for green retailer TreeHouse, clerestory windows are not
merely details, they are applied in five massive, building-wide swaths below
the building's signature sawtooth roof to flood the emerald aisles beneath
with natural daylighting and dramatically reduce energy usage.

And a notable architectural case this may be, as the 25,000-square-foot
structure is destined to be the first sizable home improvement center to
achieve a net-zero energy footprint. As we concluded our in-depth interview
with Jason Ballard, president and co-founder of the company, he articulated
what he sees as the significance of the Lake|Flato Architecture-designed
project. "We think this will be one for the architecture books," said Ballard,
"and something that will be studied by architecture students for many years to
come."

The Emerald Aisles of
TreeHouse: Part 3

-



In the final segment of our sit-down interview series with Jason Ballard, he

reveals more about how he intends to guide his startup among the emerald

aisles of sustainable home improvement products and services.

The building will be strictly solar powered, of course, and nearly every inch of
its sloped roof surfaces will be tiled with photovoltaic panels―530 of them to
be exact―designed to generate over 160 kW of power. You can read much
more about the thinking that went into the ideation and design of this
building and what makes Ballard and TreeHouse tick by reading The Emerald
Aisles of TreeHouse: Part 1 and The Emerald Aisles of TreeHouse: Part 2.

Below, in the final segment of our 3-part interview series with Ballard, he
discusses how the company intends to increase the depth and breadth of
home improvement services, how the company is embracing virtual reality to
accelerate and rapidly iterate store designs, insights on how the company
approaches the smart home, and much more―including a hint on where the
next TreeHouse might be built.

________________________________________________________________________ 
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DH: So how far do you plan to take the TreeHouse product and servicesDH: So how far do you plan to take the TreeHouse product and services

model?model?

JB: I think we will continue to turn up product categories and we will continue

to turn up service categories as well. But again, a lot of this is being driven by

our mission as we grow up as a business, and we kept staring at the problems

that we were facing and homeowners were facing. What is keeping people

from making meaningful strides with regards to energy, water, human health,

beauty, and quality in their home? And the answer wasn’t: Well if they can

just get the right screw or they can just get the right nail and then they will do

it.

TreeHouse is moving deeper into services delivery, and toward that goal has a

fleet of vehicles docked at their Austin, Texas, headquarters location.

And so we started to say the stores are only so big, so we began investing

more and more in those things which will actually make a difference in the

mission of the company. I think you would say that eventually we have

ambitions where there's no part of a home that we can't touch both from the

product and the services standpoint. I think in the coming years you can expect

both of those things to continue to elevate.
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DH: As a natural progression of your business, do you see yourself offeringDH: As a natural progression of your business, do you see yourself offering

TreeHouse-architected and certified green home plans?TreeHouse-architected and certified green home plans?

JB: We’re already very good at consultation. We're very good at design. And

as we continue to collect the suite of products and services, the question

you're asking will continue to beg. Why not just take the extra step and do the

whole home? I think that will be a question that will continue to get asked as

we continue to layer in the product and services that would make it possible. I

think it opens some interesting possibilities.

DH: Can you tell us how your company balances your mission of promotingDH: Can you tell us how your company balances your mission of promoting

more sustainable homes while also embracing technology?more sustainable homes while also embracing technology?

JB: There are kind of two camps in the sustainability movement. One is very

technologically pessimistic, and they think the solution will be to turn your

thermostat up to 78 or 80 degrees, shower half as much, ride your bike

everywhere. And emotionally I am largely in sympathy with these people, but

I actually don't think it's a recipe for mass adoption of sustainability.



Smart-home technology is an important component of the TreeHouse

products and services approach, and the company carefully curates products

they see as additive to the experience of owning a home.

I think TreeHouse presents itself as a technology optimistic company, and we

believe that technology has a large role to play in helping us transition to a

sustainable future. So, yes you can keep your thermostat on 72 degrees, just

make sure your air conditioner is solar powered. So technology can solve for

both the sustainability issue and the comfort issue, and you can repeat that

kind of example ad infinitum.

As we are a technology optimistic company, I think you will see that become

increasingly clear from our brand. You'll be interacting with your house more

and more using technology and technological touch points. We're very

careful about the way we deploy this, because we don't want it to feel like a

gimmick. It really needs to be additive to the experience and so we're looking

for what is a moment that could actually be enhanced by technology, or a

moment that could help you arrive at a better outcome. So you can use

technology rather than rely on something static or something human, and

those are the moments that we're going to focus on.
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DH: How are you approaching the new store design process as compared toDH: How are you approaching the new store design process as compared to

what your competitors are doing?what your competitors are doing?

JB: We’re using virtual reality to a very great effect and instead of being on

store version 2, we're technically on store version 10. What most retailers do is

have a big off-site secret warehouse where they build out mock stores and

stand inside and see how customers like it. It's very expensive, it's very slow,

and it's very wasteful because they will just pack it up and haul it off to the

landfill.

We’re using virtual reality to great effect and instead of being on
store version 2, we're technically on store version 10.

We're able to build new stores in VR at basically zero cost, zero waste, and

very fast. All of our store designs now are 100% in VR. So I can sit in Austin

and just drop in store 3, or drop into this Dallas store and so it’s making the

process better and making the process more aligned with our mission―which

is less waste and less cost. And so that's one way to use VR, it's not gimmicky

and it really is additive to the process. So we hope to very soon introduce

virtual reality experiences to our customers for the same reasons.

But another company, a very large company, that experimented with VR was

McDonald’s and they had a deal where you could go on a virtual reality tour

of a Happy Meal. You put on the VR goggles and play around inside of the

bag with a toy and different sizes of hamburgers. So to me it became a giant

gimmick. Does this make the hamburger more tasty? Does it make it healthier

for my body? It didn't actually add to the core experience.

DH: What can you tell us about how customers may experience technologyDH: What can you tell us about how customers may experience technology

once inside your new stores?once inside your new stores?

JB: One way VR can solve for our customers is when you're remodeling a

kitchen. It's very expensive, and even a cheap kitchen is not actually cheap.

You’re still talking about thousands of dollars for cabinets, countertops,

faucets, flooring, paints, and maybe a window. What we often see is that



people pause at that last moment and think: Will it really look the way I hope

it will look?

That’s a great moment for VR to add to the experience because it can give you

one more step of confidence. Yes, in fact I do like the way this looks, I like the

spacing. That makes the customer more delighted. And if you like your

kitchen, you’re less likely to tear it up in five years and try again, which creates

less waste in the world. So it becomes this really virtuous cycle using

technology. And so I think you should expect to see that in our stores in the

future and then other similar things like that, where we’re taking novel

technologies and using them to solve for the actual process.

DH: How much emphasis will you place in the future on the emerging smartDH: How much emphasis will you place in the future on the emerging smart

home versus less-glamourous green building science?home versus less-glamourous green building science?

JB: One thing we always say is that we love smart homes. We have a great

relationship with Nest, with Tesla, and with many of these sort of companies,

but we often tell our customers it’s more important to have a dumb home

than a smart home. Which is to say start with basic things―make sure the

home has proper insulation, a good roof, good windows, and those types of

things.

Then as we approach smart homes, we think it really needs to be additive

to the experience of living in a home. So, back to first principles, what is a

home for? At the end of the day when the first Neanderthals crawled into a

cave or built a lean-to shelter, they weren't saying: How do I become more

sustainable? Shelters were first created―and their primary functions to this

day―are safety and comfort, and so we love technologies that increase safety

or comfort. So that’s layer one.



At the TreeHouse flagship location in Austin, Store Director Travis Young (left)

and Smart Home Advisor Ayaz Husain paused to pose for our cameras during

the store's 5th anniversary event in October, 2016.

That having been said, layer two is TreeHouse’s mission which is related to

energy, water, and health, and so we love technologies that can reduce

energy, reduce water use, reduce toxins, or increase healthful behaviors in the

home that humans are not as good at engaging in on their own―so by

automating them you can improve them. That's another layer of technology

that we like.

The third and last layer where we need to be careful not to be gimmicky: Our

homes are also poised for self-expression. And so technologies enable you to

make your home―in a strange way―more human, yet more an expression of
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yourself. We haven’t gone there yet, but music is an interesting one, as it is a

profoundly human activity.

And so again we believe sustainable, healthy homes do need to succeed as

homes, they need to be comfortable, safe, and ultimately an avenue of self-

expression. Lighting, for example, can create moods, can create feelings, and

can create scenes and so that's the third-tier focus.

We believe sustainable, healthy homes do need to succeed as
homes. They need to be comfortable, safe, and ultimately an
avenue of self-expression.

Beyond that, if it's not making the home safer and healthier, not helping us

reduce energy or water use, or if it's not creating a meaningful moment of

self-expression and getting things moving along that direction―we get

really suspicious.

I've seen some hilarious devices, such as a trashcan that notices you threw a

milk carton into it and then writes out your grocery list for you. Those feel

kind of silly to us.

DH: You recently launched your e-commerce effort. How do you see thatDH: You recently launched your e-commerce effort. How do you see that

evolving, and how do you plan to extend the consultative nature of theevolving, and how do you plan to extend the consultative nature of the

bricks-and-mortar store to digital?bricks-and-mortar store to digital?

JB: Unlike a store, the only way you get to an e-commerce website is by getting

pointed to it in some way, so you have to invest a lot more up front in

awareness. But what we're trying to do is begin flexing that muscle a little bit

and become native to that kind of commerce as well as to bricks-and-mortar

commerce, and as we do you should see us add more categories and products

in the coming year.



TreeHouse recently launched an expanded e-commerce program,

offering products in two of their focus areas: Smart Home and Healthy Home.

Online shoppers can click through smart configurators to learn about product

specifics, or call to talk to a live staffer.

But we are always trying to figure out what the TreeHouse angle is. How are

we more than just add-to-cart? What kind of curation can we do and how can

we advance the mission? How can we support homeowners? So on our smart

home page we have a configurator that helps you pick from a suite of

products for health, then frames it up in terms of categories of health so

you can easily select which things feel important to you―something you can't

get from an Amazon.

So, even if you could get on the phone with an Amazon, good luck

getting them to tell you which smart-home apps natively talk to each other, or

which products natively talk to each other, or among all the smart locks in the

world there's only one that works native in the Nest app. Good luck finding

that.

If you want an aspirational or elevated home, TreeHouse is the
brand to come to.

Anytime we can add more value than just a transaction, those are the areas

we're going to attack first―but we always start with smart and healthy. Next,

I think you'll continue to see categories that really reinforce the mission of
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TreeHouse, but it won’t be nuts, bolts, or screws―it will continue to be things

where we want to put a flag on the ground so that if you want an aspirational

or elevated home, TreeHouse is the brand to come to.

DH: You have managed to build unique relationships with multipleDH: You have managed to build unique relationships with multiple

premium brands in the industry, including Nest and Tesla. Who is next onpremium brands in the industry, including Nest and Tesla. Who is next on

your pursuit list?your pursuit list?

JB: We call them hero brands, a kind of an internal language we use for

brands that are the best of their category and are fulfilling some of the core

mission criteria of TreeHouse. So you mentioned Nest and Tesla. Another one

is BigAss Fans and their residential company Haiku Home―we are their only

retail partner right now, and that was also a very difficult to negotiate

relationship.

Yes, that is a Tesla Model X crossover SUV on display at a special TreeHouse

Austin event. Tesla is among the so-called hero brands the company has been

cultivating, which include Nest, BigAss Fans, Romabio, and others.

The one that we're still pursuing mostly right now is the carpet company

Interface. We already sell Interface, the carpet tiles, and we sell them pretty
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decently, but they have another one called Interface FLOR and they do not

sell FLOR to retailers. They have their own FLOR showrooms, including one in

downtown Austin. But the FLOR line is very residentially focused, where

Interface seems to be a bit more commercially skewed. So as we're such a

home-focused company, gosh, we’ve got to have it―it's the most sustainable

residential carpet in the world and it feels like a crying shame we don't sell it,

so that's the company we're actively pursuing.

Another big win for us in the past year was Romabio paint which is a non-

petroleum based product, sort of beyond no-VOC. We are the first retailer in

America of that product. And there are few others like that we are chasing.

DH: And finally, what can you tell us about TreeHouse #3?DH: And finally, what can you tell us about TreeHouse #3?

JB: I’m happy to say there will be another Texas store, that's all I can say

publicly at this point. But we will be happy to let you help us break the news

when we are ready with that.

More about this topic:

TreeHouse website

Lake|Flato Architects website

Tesla Energy website

Digitized.House Magazine

https://tree.house
http://www.lakeflato.com
https://www.tesla.com/energy
https://digitized.house


AAnnual reportsnnual reports—those often-glossy Big Co. compendiums filled with financial

facts and figures, tell-alls of company business activities, and liberal doses of

Co.-centric illustrations, infographics, and photographs—are designed largely

as retention tools for current shareholders while encouraging potential

investors to climb on board.  So when TreeHouse, a privately-held, Austin,

Texas-based home improvement retailer had published their first TreeHouse

Annual, our curiosity was piqued.

TreeHouse Annual favors
substance over facts and
figures

-

http://www.treehouse.co


The TreeHouse Annual 2015.

Now TreeHouse, a positive outlier in the realm of home improvement retail

stores, describes themselves as “a home design and performance center

focused on sustainability, health, and top quality.” Alright, we have visited

them and get that. But why the Annual?

That burning question was answered on page 3 of the Annual by the affable

Jason Ballard, president and co-founder of TreeHouse via, well, posing

another question. Asks Ballard in his welcoming note: “Is it possible for us to

build and maintain our shelters without causing irreparable harm to the

world, its creatures, and ourselves? We could give all sorts of facts, figures, and

statistics about why this is such an important question, but the truth is that we

don’t get out of bed in the morning because of stats . . .”

All the more evidence this is not your father’s Annual.

In sharp contrast to that Big Co. annual, the TreeHouse take on relaying the

company's story prefers to show rather than tell through compelling original

editorial and creative elements, and that approach makes this 68-page

softbound book feel and read much more like a magazine than a report. 

And most definitely not a kin of the glossy catalog, though they managed to
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work in a 4-page section in the center of the book entitled "Tech Roundup," a

nice collection of smart-home tech products rendered in watercolor

illustrations.

TreeHouse tooled up to produce its first Annual with help from a trio of

editorial and creative professionals.

A total of 11 other articles grace this complimentary book, covering a broad-

brush swath of topics as supporting cast members in the TreeHouse mantra to

support long-term health, sustainability, environmental stewardship, and their

community. These range from behind-the-scenes stories of relevant architects,

builders, designers, and suppliers; to rainwater harvesting, recipes, and

restauranteurs; and as far-flung as National Geographic-worthy photo

galleries of the Texas landscape (from the cameras of photographer Jody

Horton). In addition to Horton, TreeHouse also teamed up with journalist

 Logan Ward and graphic designer Blair Richardson to help craft the annual.

Among some of the more notable editorial bits:
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The saga of triathlete-and-bicycle-shop-owner-turned-healthy-home-

builder Adam Reiser, where living in an older, mold-infested house

sickened and nearly killed him. That watershed moment led to the

demolition of the old structure, carefully-planned construction of an air-

quality centric replacement home, and the impetus to launch launch

building company Shelter.

Small-house design insights from Hatch Works partners Adam Talianchich

and Ashley Menger, who brought their design-build expertise together to

make these smaller places live bigger.

A backgrounder and timeline around the people and process behind the

start-up of the Austin Energy Green Building program in 1991, a nationally

recognized residential building rating system that directly led to the

formation of the U.S. Green Building Council and their Leadership in Energy

& Environmental Design (LEED) program.

So, we think it’s worth a read if you are contemplating a minor or major

remodel, planning to build a healthy and zero net energy home from the

ground up, or just want to get away from the facts and figures of the typical

annual report and consume something entirely different.  And you may find

yourself compelled, as were we, to try the Grilled Kale Salad recipe on page

26. It was delicious.
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